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Overview 

Lesson Overview  Students will analyze primary source photographs of mining history in 
Colorado. Students will complete a primary source analysis tool of the mining 
photographs. The goal of this lesson is that students analyze the primary 
source photographs to gain an idea of the life of mine workers in Colorado. 
The final product is an expository paragraph about the life of mine workers.  

Author(s) & 

School 

Originally created by Susana Mosqueda and Hilary Barthel, Columbine 
Elementary, Boulder; modified by Marjorie McIntosh 
 

Grade Level/ 
Course 

Grades 4-6   **Can easily be adapted for other grade levels 

Standards ● CDE Standard 4.1.b Analyze primary source historical accounts related to 
Colorado history to understand cause-and-effect relationships (DOK 2-3) 

● CDE Standard 5.1  Analyze historical sources from multiple points of view 
to develop an understanding of historical context 

● CDE Standard 6.1.b Interpret documents and data from multiple primary 
and secondary sources while formulating historical questions. Sources to 
include but not limited to art, artifacts, eyewitness accounts, letters and 
diaries, artifacts, real or simulated historical sites, charts, graphs, diagrams 
and written texts (DOK 1-3) 

Time Required  2 full class periods. One for the photograph analysis and one for writing the 
final product paragraph. It may be necessary to extend the analysis and 
shorten the paragraph writing or have the paragraph writing be homework. 

Topic Mining; Historic photos 

Time Period 1900-1950 

Tags (key words) Primary sources, photographs, mining, child labor, 

 

Preparation (Links to worksheets, primary sources and other materials): 

Materials ● Butcher paper with 4-5 primary sources of mining photographs from your 
community. 

● Sticky notes (at least 4-5 per student) 
● Print-outs of Primary Source Note-Catcher (1 per student) 
● Clipboards 
● Pens/pencils 

Resources/Links ● Analyzing primary sources note-catcher (English) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I0f4Sq2B1lBFxt2g0h0fLXvFy9nmbleOzvcSlkn5SZ0/edit#bookmark=id.2et92p0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bIq26Ks9b1xbPh4_n7M-Xkkq4u9_fe0-TcLlD7t1aQM/edit


● Analyzing primary sources note-catcher (Español) 
● Other primary source analysis page from CDE 
● Examples of primary sources from Boulder Valley: 

○ Primary Source Set 
○ Miners at Lehigh Mine 
○ Miners at Lafayette, Colorado 
○ Colorado Miners on Strike newspaper article 

Examples from elsewhere in Colorado 
○ Primary Source Set, Trinidad/Las Animas County 
○ Orient Mine North of Crestone, CO 

Resources from 
specific 
community 

● Blank Resource Set 
● Websites for general Colorado photographs or places to look for other 

primary sources for your community 
○ Questa New Mexico  Main Website 
○ Library of Congress: Mining Photos 
○ Colorado Encyclopedia Mining Resources Page  
○ The Lives of Women and Children in Colorado’s Mining Towns  
○ CDE Primary Source Sets and Lessons 
○ Colorado Historic Newspaper Collection by County  

 

Lesson Procedure (Step by Step Instructions): These lessons focus on oral practice 

first then moving to written products. 

● First, write the objective for the lesson and go over it with the students. 
○ Students will analyze historical photographs, both orally and written, with a partner for 

information about the lives of Colorado miners. 
○ Students will categorize their analysis of photographs using a graphic organizer (note-

catcher link above). 
○ Students will make observations from the photographs and then make inferences about 

the working lives of miners based of the evidence their observation provides and their 
background knowledge. 

○ Students will ask “think and search” and “connecting” questions to deepen their 
analysis. 

○ Students will write an informational paragraph explaining and describing the lives of  
Colorado miners. 

● Second, model the analysis of a primary source with the class by selecting one photograph 
to analyze with the class.  

○ explain that next we will be analyzing one specific primary source photograph of their 
choice using a note catcher. 

○ Introduce the note catcher and explain what the four boxes are useful for: 
■ 1) “Observations” are only what they see in the photograph 
■ 2) “My thinking” is what they think when looking at the picture (inferences 

from the observations of photographs). 
■ 3) “Questions” are what the students are wondering while observing and 

analyzing the photograph 
■ 4) “Further investigations” is where students can think about what this source 

teaches us, how we can learn more about it, what it shows us as historians 
about the people or place in this primary source, discussing why we are 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bIq26Ks9b1xbPh4_n7M-Xkkq4u9_fe0-TcLlD7t1aQM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s9H3kPaXU898goCjmYcYttjzh4gbgRtkRzLpwSQY3MM/edit
http://teachbocolatinohistory.colorado.edu/primary-source-sets/coal-mining-1900-1940/
http://bocolatinohistory.colorado.edu/photograph/miners-at-lehigh-mine
http://teachbocolatinohistory.colorado.edu/primarysource/miners-and-exterior-buildings-state-mine-lafayette-1927/
http://bocolatinohistory.colorado.edu/newspaper/8000-colorado-miners-on-strike
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l7vgN-hoIBEhvk_xBpybPyEW1nC0mAnK156KYL0A8PU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gdNGrqqlMWxpw5jzaGMcTa2chXVDD7Wn2IaPgCp8Ayw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QJ1dJK-rq_o8wrtYynS_coWlBVG1LrO-fhTzulqtUHw/edit?usp=sharing
http://exhibits.historycolorado.org/
https://www.loc.gov/photos/?q=mining
https://coloradoencyclopedia.org/search/google/mining
https://www.cde.state.co.us/cosocialstudies/familylivesresourceset
https://www.cde.state.co.us/cosocialstudies/pssets
https://www.coloradohistoricnewspapers.org/cgi-bin/colorado?a=p&p=countiesbrowser&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN--------0-
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bIq26Ks9b1xbPh4_n7M-Xkkq4u9_fe0-TcLlD7t1aQM/edit


studying this primary source in the grander picture of what is being studied in 
Social Studies 

○ Model and do a guided activity with this note-catcher with the students (teacher will 
choose one of the photographs from the gallery walk to model the activity with). 

○ Example sentence stems to use during the analysis modeling: 
■ In this photograph, I am observing ___________. 
■ From this observation, I infer that _________. 
■ When I look at this picture, it makes me think ______________. 
■ I am wondering why/who/what/where/how  __________________. 
■ This photograph because it can teach us about _____. 

● Third, Have students review what each box in the note-catcher is supposed to focus on. 
● Fourth, students select a partner and the pairs choose one of the photographs to complete. 

○ They should use the note-catcher while analyzing the photograph. 
● Fifth, once finished, teacher will put up three separate large versions of the note-catcher on 

butcher paper with each photograph in the middle of its own large note-catcher. 
● Sixth, in their corresponding pairs, students will stand in front of the large version of their 

photograph that is attached to the butcher paper and present to the class their analysis 
(using the sentence stems above when discussing).  

○ The students’ ideas will be added to the photograph and note-catcher that is 
attached to the butcher paper. 

○ Student pairs that analyzed the same photograph should present one after another 
before moving on to another paragraph. 

● Student partners’’ note-catchers will be collected at the end of the presentations. These can 
be used as evidence of student work.  

Final Product: 
● When writing the final product, students can use several pieces of evidence: 

o Their notecatchers and analysis that they did prior to the larger group presentation. 
o The ideas that other student pairs offered on their same photograph during the class-

wide presentation.  
o The photograph they analyzed to look for details or additional inferences rooted in 

their observations.  
● Students will develop a written paragraph that explains what they learned from the 

photograph, including any issues they wish to learn more about.   
● The paragraph should be expository or informational in content and tone. 
● Students must incorporate key vocabulary relevant to mining. 
● Students will then present to the class with a clear voice, projecting their voice, good diction, 

and eye contact. 
● Paragraphs can be written in corresponding student pairs or individually. 
● The following day, students will read their paragraphs to the class. 

 
Students can earn these badges 



  

 

 

 


